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1 

This invention relates to a combined window 
blind and awning of the‘ type generally disclosed 
in the U. S. Patent No. 1,917,449 of July 11, 1933, 
to H. H. Koller which embodies a swingably 
mounted frame in which a closure element or 
panel is vertically slidably disposed, the frame 
swingably depending from a horizontal axis so 
that it may be positioned in a depending ver 
tical plane to function as a blind, or may be dis 
posed in an outwardly and upwardly swung po 
sition to function as an awning. 
A primary object of the invention is to provide 

such a device in which the conversion thereof 
from a blind to an awning or vice versa may be 
controlled solely by the sliding movement of the 
closure element, said closure element preferably, 
though not necessarily, being operable through 
means located in the interior of the structure on 
which the device is used whereby the entire op 
eration of the device may be readily effected 
from the interior of the structure without the 
necessity of opening the window. 
An important feature of the invention consists 

in the combination with such a swingably 
mounted frame and the closure element slid; 
able therein, of a rigid swingably erecting arm 
having a free end which may be disposed for 
movement with and swung by the said closure 
element, to thus swing the frame and closure 
element responsive to sliding movement of the ‘ 
latter. 
Further important objects are: to provide an 

automatically establishable and releasable con 
nection between the closure element and the 
arm, and thus permit movement of the closure 
element independently of the arm while never 
theless establishing the desired connections be 
tween these parts as required for their mutual 
cooperation; to provide means for automatically 
positioning and maintaining the erecting arm 
out of operative engagement with the closure ele 
ment during use of the device as a blind, thus 
permitting unimpeded raising and lowering of 

I said element; to provide in such a device a latch V 
mechanism which automatically engages to re 
tain the frame in vertical position for use of the 
device as a blind, in combination with means 
establishing an operative connection between the 
latch mechanism and the closure element at a 
predetermined raised position of the latter, 
whereby raising of the closure element past said 
position will release said latch mechanism; to 
provide resilient means operable upon release of 
saidlatching mechanism to swing the frame 
away from vertical position su?iciently to pre 
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2 
vent reengagement of the latching mechanism 
upon subsequent lowering of the closure element 
and for simultaneously projecting the free end 
of the erecting arm into the path of movement 
of the closure element so that the subsequent 
lowering of same will swing the arm downward 
ly and erect the device for use as an awning; 
and, to so arrange the several parts of the device 
‘that conversion of the device from an awning to 
a blind may be accomplished by rapid raising 
of the closure element, the consequent rapid 
downward swing of the frame imparting suf 
ficient momentum thereto to overcome the force 
exerted by the aforesaid resilient means and 
permit return of the frame to vertical position, 
with consequent reengagement of the latching 
mechanism and return of the erection-arm to 
inoperative position. 
In this application I show and describe only 

the preferred embodiment of my invention, sim 
ply by way of illustration of the practice thereof, 
as by law required. However, I recognize that 
my invention is capable‘ of other and diiferent 
embodiments and that the several details there 
of may be modi?ed in various ways, all without 
departing from my said invention. According 
ly, thev drawings and description herein are to 
‘be considered as merely illustrativeand not as 
exclusive. » 

In, the accompanying drawings: 
, Figure 1 represents a perspective view of a 
portion of a building showing one of the devices 
of the invention applied to the window thereof; 
the device being erected for use as an awning; 
Figure 2, a front elevation of the device shown 

in Figure 1, showing same as it appears when 
vdisposed in vertically depending position for use 
as a blind, the closure operating reel being shown 
diagrammatically; ‘ 

Figure 3, a fragmentary enlarged rear eleva 
tion showing the erectingarm and adjacent co 
operating portions of the device; ' 
Figure 4, an enlarged broken vertical section 

on the line >li—4- of Figure 2, looking in the direc 
tion of the arrows, showing the device in full 
lines as it-appears when in vertically depending 
position for use as a blind, and in broken lines 
as it appears when erected for use as an awning; 
Figure 5, a section on the line 5—5 of Figure 

3, looking in the direction of the arrows; 
Figure 6, a view similar to Figure 4, but show-_ 

ing the frame in an intermediate position as it 
appears immediately following the release of the 
latching means, after having been swung out 
wardly by pressure of the resilient spring, the 
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arm being simultaneously projected into the 
path of movement of the closure panel; and the 
extent of the swinging movement being some 
what exaggerated for convenience of illustration; 
and 
Figure '7, a detail perspective view of the erect 

ing arm of the preferred embodiment. 
Referring now in detail to the accompanying 

drawings, and ?rst considering Figure l, the nu 
meral l therein designates the side wall of a 
usual building structure having a window open 
ing in which is disposed a rigid supporting frame 
2, the building and frame in the present in 
stance serving as the support for the combined 
blind and awning of the invention'which, 'in'the 
drawings, is disposed for cooperation with the 
window opening to function as either a blind or 
an awning for same. 
Fixedly disposed at the top of the frame Z‘are 

brackets 3 from which the movable frame of the 
device swingably depends for movement about 
the horizontal axis de?ned-bythe pivots :5. The 
movable frame comprises relatively ‘transversely 
opposed rigid'guides which may be in-the form 
of usual channel irons 5. ‘Where the channel 
irons 5 do not extend completely to the bottom 
of the window opening, supplementary station 
ary ‘guides or extensions e may be disposed in the 
window opening beneath the'respective guides 5, 
as shown, to be in relative ‘alignment therewith 
in the perpendicular position of the movable 
‘frame, as shown in Figure'2, to guide the closure 
panel or element '1 completely to the bottom of 
the window opening. 
The closure panel or element, generally desig 

nated ‘I, is slidable upwardly and downwardly in 
“the‘frame 5'-5 through the uppor'end or extrem 
ity thereof, and in the-preferred, form may con 
sist of a ‘plurality of ?exibly connected panels 
disposed horizontally between the respective 
guides .5 and having their ends slidably received 
and guided in the channels of. said guides. How 
ever, the particular construction of the closure 
panel isnot essential to the invention considered 
from .its .broader aspects. 

Suitable mechanism for raising and lowering 
the closure panel or element ‘7 may be in the 
form ofa usual reel 8 .(shown in Figure. 2) which 
maybe rotatably disposed either within the wall 
or interiorly of the building, above the window ', 
opening. The element 1 ‘passes through a hori 
zontal slot 10 in the wall above the window open 
ing to be wound and unwound from the reel 9. 
Control of the reel from the interior of the build 
ing to raise or lower the closure element 7 or to - 
maintain it in any desired position may be ac 
compished in any .known ‘manner, ‘as disclosed 
‘for instance in the U. S._patent to HJI-I. .Koller, 
No;"1,917,449. 
Latching mechanism for maintaining the 

frame members orgui‘des'2 in vertically depend. 
ing position, as shown in‘Figure 4i, may comprise 
spring loaded hooks or latchpawls H pivotally 
connected to each of said guides 2 and resiliently 
swung or urged downwardly by springs 12 into 
abutment with stops l3 carried by theirrespec 
tive guides. The lower edge of each of said pawls 
is notched as shown to receive a latch pin !4 
?xedly positioned withrespect to the supporting 
structure I, as by being ?xed to the relatively 
aligned stationary guide extension 5 of each 
guide. Each saidpawl l I is formed with a usual 
sloping cam edge 15 forwardly of its notch to 
automatically retract the latch pawl or hook I! 
asits associated frame member 5 is swung‘down 
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4 
wardly to closed or vertical position so that the 
latch pin l4 may be operatively received in its 
notch. Thus it will be seen that the latch mech 
anism automatically reengages upon lowering or 
closing of the movable frame members 5. 
As heretofore noted, the latch mechanism may 

be released by movement of the closer element 
or panel 1 upwardly beyond a predetermined 
raised position, means being provided for estab 
lishing an operative connection-between the latch 
‘mechanism and the closure element '1 'at such 
position as to release said mechanism responsive 
to continued raising of the closure element. 

While such an arrangement may conceivably 
assume anyof ‘a‘number of different forms within 
the. :scope'of the-“invention, I prefer to utilize the 
particular arrangement illustrated in which the 
connection is established through the rame 2--2 
of the device. In such illustrated arrangement 
the frame is rendered" upwardly displaceable in 
any suitable manner, as .by forming its hinge 
mounts. it .in the form of downwardly opening 
'Uehooks, as shown, which, are rotatably-caught 
over the pivotpins 6 of themounting brackets .13. 
The operative connection is established “through 
engagementrof stops'B-B and 8-'—-8’ respectively 
carried adjacent the lower extremity of the .clo 
sure element and the upper portionsof the re 
spective frame members ‘5,,the. stops.8—-.8 engag 
ing the respective stops ‘8 ’—8’ as the closureele 
ment"? approaches the upper limit of itsmove 
ment. Obviously continued upward movement 
of the closure element "1 after the stops thus 
engage will cause bodily upward movement of the 
entire frame and thus will cause the latch pawls 
‘H carried thereby to disengage .ffrom. their .re 
spective latch pins M, allas shown in Figured. 
‘In practice, the hinged mounts l6 and pins .4 

will bedisposed to the sides and out-of the path 
of movement of the closure element or panel ‘I 
so as notito obstruct same, and it. will be noted 
that the hookedconformation of the mounts it 
in this particular arrangement permits easy re 
moval and replacement of the frame .members? 
from the brackets ‘3. 
A rigid erecting arm or brace H is vpivotally 

mounted on the supporting frame or structure as 
at I8, for'swinging movement in a vertical plane, 
separate. such. arms preferably being disposedfor 
cooperation with the respective .guides or frame 
members 5. In its vertically depending position, 
each guide or framemember iahuts againstits 
respective brace or arm, as at iii, to maintain 
same in an upwardly .swung or retracted posi 
tion with thefree end .of the brace disposed .out 
of the path of movement of theclosure panel ‘I, 
so that said panel may be freely raised and low 
ered during use of, the .deviceasa blind. (See 
Figured.) 
In the arrangement. shown by way of exempli 

?cation, the free end portion of each arm I‘! is 
freely verticallyswingable through a vertical slot 
II’ in the rear wall of its channel member or 
guide 5 (see Figures 3, 4 and 5,) with its-free end 
extremity or tip 20 offset inwardly from there 
mainder of the arm and disposed in the guide 
channel or groove within the guide 5'. This tip 
or free end extremity 28 is flat and relatively 
thin, and is disposed so that it will lie ?at against 
the inner face of the member Sin the retracted 
or raised position of the arm H, as shown in Fig— 
ure 4. As thus disposed, when the device of the 
invention is used as a blind, the ‘arms ll’ obvi 
Qusly "will not interfere with the'vertical * move 
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mentor, the-elcsureelement or ;;panel =1, ‘buts-are 
entirely disconnected therefroml 
The means for swinging theframe irout‘rof 

vertical ‘position upon release ofv the latclung 
mechanism 1 l-l i, and the means forproiecting 
the free ends of the’ arms ll’ into .thepath'rof 
movement of theclosure: panel ‘I upon-such re. 
leasamay both-advantageouslyandeooncmicaily 
beembodied in resilient'elementssuch as springs 
2| ?xed to eachofrtherarms ti tobe compressed 
between said armsand the adjacent facesof the 
supporting frame .2 in the‘vertically depending 
blind position of theframe members. 5, .it being 
noted that said springs 21 cause the. arms .11: to 
bear resiliently 1 outwardly against the respective 
frame: members Eat the points 19.. 
Thus it will be seen that release of the latch 

ing mechanism by ‘appropriate raising, of ‘the 
closure element ‘i will permit thespringsLZl to 
swing the arms I7 and frame members -5 out 
wardly, disposing the free end extremities 2!] 
of the arms at'an angle to their respectiveuguides 
ormembers 5 and swinging said extremitiesinto. 
the path of movement of the raised closure ele 
ment] to be engaged and swung downwardlyby 
the latter as it is thereafter lowered. 
The bottom portion or lower-slat of the closure 

element or panel ‘I is provided with sockets or 
recesses .22 toreceive the freeend extremities 2B, 
of therespective arms v(see Figures 4 and'?l. 
The lower lip or ledge '23 which de?nes the lower 
edge of each such socketZZ isarranged and pro 
portioned so as. toclear the initiallyslightlypro 
jected arm extremities .261. during the initial down 
ward movement of the element orpanel :l fol. 
lowing release of the latchmechanism H, sothat. 
said extremities 2t may properly seat within. the 
sockets 22 and be swung downwardly-duringlow 
ering of .the element ‘I. Howevenit willbe. noted 
that theseledges 23 are of such widthgthatzafter. 
the closure element 1 has been lowered suf? 
ciently to initiate downward swinging oftheiarms 
I1 and thus to increase-the extent to which their 
free extremities projectinto the respective ‘guide 
channels of.members 5, any subsequent upward I 
movement of panel 7 will cause theuledgeg2<3 to 
function as a hook, engagingtheextremitieslll 
and retracting the arms iii upwardly tossubstan 
tially their initially projectedgpositionsgwheree 
upon theledgesand ‘arms fwillautomaticallyidis- u 
engage to permit continued upwardgmovement- Of 
the. closure element .or panel I‘? . 

_ ,In the preferred embodimentofthezinvention, 
gravity is relied upon to cause lowering ofjhe 
panel or element la-s same iszunwoundifrom the. 
reel 9, and in order to provide sufl‘lcientigravi 
tational force the loweror bottomxslatnf the 
fiexiblepanel illustrated maybe fabricated of:a. 
substantially heavy or dense material .or other 
wise. appropriately weighted, .or if desired, the 
forces of gravity ‘may be supplementediby "resihv 
ient or other suitable means acting to 'iurge‘the 
panel downwardly. ’ 

i Operation 

In the operation of. the invention, which is 
believed to be readily apparent from the fore 

, going description, assuming that the device is 
positionedfor use asablind, as inFigure2, with 
the closure panel. ‘3 drawn completelytoethe bot 
tom of the window opening, it-will be seenthat 
the closure panel .or element 7 may be freely 
raised andlowered in theframe members {'5 as 
desired, by suitable manipulationof the .reelil}. 
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and within the range; permitted by I theistopsel, 
and8'.. 
When-it isdesiredtoswing the frame members 

5 .outwardlyto erect the device for use as can 
awning, the reel 9 may be actuated from the 
interior of ‘the building structure to raise’ the 
closure element‘! slightly beyond the-point where 
the. stops =8—8» engage thev stops ISL-.8’, thuslift 
ing the entire frame 5-5 bodily to release the 
latch mechanisms ll--H .and permit outward 
swinging .of the framemembers '5 and, arms .11, 
such outward swinging being substantially as 
shownin Figure 6, though in Figure 6 the various 
parts are-positioned in the extreme positions 
which they willor may assume under the momen 
tum imparted to them by the spring 2!, audit 
will be understood that the parts will return Lto. 
a stationary position in which thereleasedspring 
2| rests .vagainstrthe frame v2 maintaining said 
parts suiiiciently outwardlyswung toprevent re 
engagement of thelatch mechanism. 

Thereafter, upon subsequent lowering of the 
closure element 1, the free ends or tips/2t of the 
armsil will bereceived in the respective sockets. 
22 ofthesaid element and swung downwardly 
thereby until the said arms I? abut against the 
lower ends .of their respective. slots H’ in the 
frame. members ,5. Such downward swingingof 
the arms l'i——ll will resultin outwardandup 
ward swinging .of the frame .members 5, thus. 
erecting the devicefor useas an'awning, as shown 
in. dotted lines in. Figure 4. 
When, it is desired to‘reconvert the device for. 

use as a blind, this may be readily accomplished 
by. rapidly raising the closure.- element or panel. .1 
to thus .raise-andretract the arms > I 1 , ’ the . raising 
movementibeingz carried past the, point where the 
free ends 2d of thearms ll‘ disengageifrom their 
respective sockets 22,,and resulting indownward 
swinging of the. framemembers 5-5. This is 
done with sufficient speed that by the, time the 
frame .members .5‘ have swung downward su?i 
ciently .to commence,placingthe'springs . 2 i under 
compression, they will have gatheredsumcient 
momentum to overcome the resistance of said 
springs and return to a completely lowered or 
vertically depending position, at whichtime the 
latch mechanisms il-—-|l will-automatically re 
engage. .Such ire-engagement of. the latchmech 
anism will maintain the arms I? in retracted 
position, .as aforementioned, _ so that the closure 
element. ‘I may be lowered past their free ends 
Ell-Ziltbrough the frame members5-5 to their 
respective..extensions~6-—6 andcompletel-y to the 
bottomnf the window opening. If desiredlany 
suitablejlatch or lock means, such as the usual 
hook and cooperating eye, may be utilized to 
secure the closure member ‘I in closed position 
to the window sill 2143, so that it cannot be raised 
from the exteriorof the building in which-the 
device .is mounted, and thus the invention may 
be usedtoprevent illegalentry. 

I.claim: ' _ 

v 1.'A combination blind and awning-compris 
ing, .astationary support, av frameswingably de--_ 
pending from. saidsupport and bodily upwardly 
displaceable relative thereto, a closure element 
movahleupwardly and downwardly in-said frame 
through the upper extremity of thelatter, and 
meanscarried by support above said frame 
for causing such movement, said ‘frame being 
disposable "in a. vertical ‘plane ito‘iunction: as .13.‘ 
blind, and, cooperatingilatching;means‘. carried :by 
saidlframc rsnd-saidsupport'respectively: to inter 
eneagein the: saidwerticalpositionof the-frame 
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and prevent swinging movement thereof, said 
means ‘being disengageable responsive to upward 
displacement of the frame, in combination with 
means connecting said frame to said closure ele 
ment for upward movement therewith at a pre 
determined raised position of the latter to cause 
release of the latching means, resilient means 
operable to swing said frame out of vertical posi 
tion, thereby preventing reengagement of said 
latching means upon subsequent lowering of said 
element, and a rigid brace pivotally mounted on 
said support below the swingable connection of 
said frame and swingable to hold said frame in 
outwardly inclined position, the free end of said 
brace being operatively engaged by said closure 
element to be swung thereby responsive to the 
sliding movement of said closure element, with 
consequent swing of said frame. 

' 2. A combined blind and awning comprising 
a support, a frame swingably depending from 
said support-for movement about a horizontal 
axis, a ?exible closure element movable upwardly 
and downwardly in said frame and means for 
causing such movement, latching mechanism op 
erable to secure said frame in vertically depend 
ing position for use as a blind, and means estab 
lishing an operable connection between said 
latching mechanism and said closure element at 
a predetermined raised position of the latter 
whereby upward movement of said element be 
yond said position will release said latching 
mechanism, a rigid brace pivotally connected to 
said support, said frame in its vertically depend 
ing position abutting against said brace and 
maintaining same in an upwardly swung position, 
the free end of said brace in such position being 
out of the path of movement of said closure ele 
ment, and resilient means tending to swing said 
brace outwardly and downwardly, whereby upon 
raising of said closure element beyond said posi 
tion for releasing said latching mechanism, said 
resilient means will simultaneously swing said 
brace and said frame to non-vertical positions 
wherein the free end of the brace will be disposed 
in the path of movement of the raised closure 
element to be engaged thereby and swung down 
wardly during subsequent lowering thereof, 
whereby the frame will be swung outwardly and 
upwardly to cause the device to function as an 
awning. 

3. A combined blind and awning comprising a 
support, a frame swingably depending from said 
support for movement about a horizontal axis, a 
?exible closure element movable upwardly and 
downwardly in said frame and means for caus 
ing such movement, latching mechanism oper 
able to secure said frame in vertically depending 
position for use as a blind, and means establish 
ing an operable connection between said latch» 
ing means and said closure element at a prede 
termined raised position of the latter whereby 
upward movement of said element beyond said 
position will release said mechanism, a rigid brace 
pivotally connected to said support on a hori 
zontal axis for vertical swinging, said frame in 
its vertically depending position abutting against 
said brace and maintaining same in an upward 
ly swung position, the free end of said brace in 
such position being out of the path of movement 
of said closure element, and resilient means 
tending to swing said brace outwardly and down 
wardly whereby upon raising of said closure ele 
ment beyond said position for releasing said 
said latching mechanism, said resilient means 
will simultaneously swing said brace and said 
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8 
frame to non-‘vertical positions wherein the free 
end of the brace will be disposed in the path of 
movement of the raised closure element to be 
engaged thereby and swung downwardly during 
subsequent lowering thereof, whereby the frame 
will be swung outwardly and upwardly to cause 
the device to function as an awning. 

4. A combined blind and awning comprising a 
support, a frame swingably depending from said 
support for movement about a horizontal axis, a 
?exible closure element movable upwardly and 
downwardly in said frame and means for caus 
ing such movement, latching mechanism oper 
able to secure said frame in vertically depending 
position for use as a blind, and means establish 
ing an operable connection between said latch 
ing mechanism and said closure element at a 
predetermined raised position of the latter, 
whereby upward movement of said element be 
yond said position will release said mechanism, a 
rigid brace pivotally connected to said support 
on a horizontal axis for vertical swinging, said 
frame in its vertically depending position 
abutting against said brace and maintaining 
same in an upwardly swung position, the free 
end of said brace in such position being out of 
the path of movement of said closure element, 
and resilient means tending to swing said brace 
outwardly and downwardly upon release of said 
latching mechanism, the free end of said brace 
being disposed in the path of movement of the 
closure element when said brace is swung out 
wardly by said resilient means and being en 
gaged and swung downwardly by said closure 
element upon subsequent lowering thereof with 
consequent swinging of the frame to awning 
position. 

5. A combined blind and awning comprising 
a support, a frame swingably depending from 
said support, a ?exible closure element movable 
upwardly and downwardly in said frame and 
means for causing such movement, latching 
mechanism operable to maintain said frame in 
vertical position for use as a‘ blind, and means 
establishing an operable connection between said 
latching mechanism and said closure element at 
a predetermined raised position of the latter, 
whereby upward movement of said element be 
yond said position will release said mechanism, 
a rigid erecting arm pivotally connected to said 
support on a horizontal axis for swinging move— 
ment in a vertical plane, said frame in its verti 
cally depending position engaging said arm and 
maintaining same in an upwardly retracted posi 
tion out of the path of movement of said clo 
sure element, and means for projecting said arm 
into the path of movement of said closure ele 
ment responsive to release of said latching mech 
anism, whereby the said arm will be engaged 
and swung downwardly by said closure element 
upon lowering of the latter to swing said frame 
to awning position. 

6. A device as set forth in claim 5 wherein the 
lower extremity of the closure element is pro 
vided with a socket to receive and cooperate 
with the free end of said erecting arm, said socket 
opening toward said frame and being de?ned by 
an upper wall extending substantially across the 
path of movement of said element to engage and 
lower said arm, and a lower ledge projecting 
only part way across said path of movement 
to clear said arm in its initially projected position 
and permit reception of same in said socket dur 
ing downward movement of said element, said 
lower ledge engaging said arm during upward 
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movement of said closure element and returning 
said arm to its initially projected position. 

7. A combined blind and awning comprising, 
a support, a frame swingably depending from 
said support, said frame comprising relatively 
horizontally spaced parallel guides, a closure ele 
ment slidable in said guides radially of the axis 
of swinging movement of said guides, in com 
bination with a rigid erecting arm pivotally 
mounted on said support and vertically swing 
able thereon, the free end of said arm engaging 
said closure element and being swingable up 
wardly or downwardly responsive to the sliding 
movement of said element in said guides, thereby 
swinging said frame relative to said support. 

8. A combination blind and awning comprising 
a support, a frame mounted on said support and 
swingable in a vertical plane, a closure element 
slidable in said frame radially to the swinging 
movement thereof, in combination with a rigid 
arm pivotally mounted on said support and 
swingable simultaneously with the movement of 
said frame, the free end of said arm being opera 
tively engaged by said closure element to be 
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10 
swung thereby responsive to the sliding move 
ment of said element, thereby swinging said 
frame. 

9. In a blind construction having a vertically 
swingable and vertically upwardly displaceable 
frame, together with means for upwardly dis 
placing said frame, latching means operative in 
the vertically depending position of said frame 
to prevent swinging thereof, said means being 
disengaged by vertical displacement of said 
frame, in combination with resilient means 
thrusting against said frame and operative upon 
release of said latching means to swing said 
frame out of vertical position, thereby prevent 
ing reengagement of said latching means upon 
substantially vertical replacement of said frame. 

10. A device as set forth in claim 5 wherein the 
closure element comprises means operable dur 
ing the raising of said element to engage said 
erecting arm and retract same upwardly with 
said element. 

SALVADOR M. DEL RIO. 
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